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Culture of poverty perspective

Social theory that states that value systems perpetuate poverty This article contains a list of general references, but it remains largely unverified because it does not have sufficiently corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise quotes. (July
2010) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Part of a series aboutEconomic, applied, and development anthropology Basic concepts Commodification Barter Debt Finance Embeddedness Reciprocity Redistribution Value Wealth Gift Economy Limited Good Intreamic
Possessions Singularization (commodity route) Atmosphere of exchange Social capital Establishment systems Hunting-gathering Pastoralism Nomadic pastoralism Shifting ing cultivation Moral Economy Farmer's Economy Case Studies Prestations Kula ring Moka exchange Potlatch Gifting
Gifting Remittances Organ gifting Shell money Provisioning Aché people (hunter-gatherers) Batek people Colonialism and development The Anti-Politics Machine Europe and the People Without History Political Economy Jim Crow Economics Related Articles Original prosperous society
Formalist-substantivist debate The Great Transformation Farmer Economy Culture of Poverty Political economy State Economy Nutritional Anthropology Heritage commodification Anthropology of Development Major theorists Paul Bohannan Alexander Chayanov Stanley Diamond Raymond
Firth Maurice Godelier David Graeber Jane I. Guyer Keith Hart Marvin Harris Bronisław Malinowski Marcel Mauss Sidney Mintz Karl Polanyi Marshall Sahlins Harold K. Schneider Eric Wolf Social and cultural anthropology Vte The culture of poverty is a concept in the social theory that
claims that the values of people experiencing poverty play an important role in perpetuating their impoverished state, supporting a cycle of poverty across generations. It attracted the attention of the policy in the 1970s and received academic criticism (Goode &amp; Eames 1996; Bourgois
2001; Small, Harding &amp; Lamont 2010), and made a comeback at the beginning of the 21st century. [1] It offers one way to explain why poverty exists despite anti-poverty programs. Critics of early poverty culture argue that explanations of poverty should analyze how structural factors
deal with and condition individual characteristics (Goode &amp; Eames 1996; Bourgois 2001; Klein, Harding &amp; Lamont 2010). As small, Harding &amp; Lamont (2010) says, since human action is both limited and made possible by the meaning that people give to their actions, this
dynamic must be central to our understanding of the production and reproduction of poverty and social inequality. Early formulations Early proponents of the theory argued the poor not only lack resources, but also acquire a poverty-resistant value system. According to anthropologist Oscar
Lewis, The subculture [of the poor] develops mechanisms that to perpetuate it, especially because of what happens to the worldview, aspirations and character of the children who grow up in it. (Lewis 1969, p. 199) Some later scholars (Young harvnb error of 2004: no goal:
CITEREFYoung2004 (assistance); Newman 1999 harvnb error: no goal: CITEREFNewman1999 (assistance); Edin &amp; Kefalas 2005 harvnb error: no goal: CITEREFEdinKefalas2005 (help); Dohan 2003 harvnb error: no goal: CITEREFDohan2003 (help); Hayes 2003 harvnb error: no
goal: CITEREFHayes2003 (help); Carter 2005 harvnb error: no goal: CITEREFCarter2005 (help); Waller 2002 harvnb error: no goal: CITEREFWaller2002 (help); Duneier 1992 harvnb error: no purpose: CITEREFDuneier1992 (help)) claim that the poor do not have different values. The term
subculture of poverty (later shortened to culture of poverty) made its first appearance in Lewis' ethnography Five Families: Mexican Case Studies in the Culture of Poverty (1959). Lewis struggled to make the poor as legitimate subjects whose lives were transformed by poverty. He argued
that although the burdens of poverty were systemic and therefore imposed on these members of society, they led to the formation of an autonomous subculture as children were socialized in behaviors and attitudes that perpetuated their inability to escape the underclass. Lewis gave 70
characteristics (1996 [1966], 1998) that indicated the presence of the culture of poverty, which he argued was not shared among all lower classes. People in the culture of poverty have a strong sense of marginality, of helplessness, of dependence, of not belonging. They are, as foreigners in
their own country, convinced that the existing institutions do not serve their interests and needs. Along with this sense of powerlessness is a widespread sense of inferiority, of personal unworthiness. This applies to the slum dwellers of Mexico City, who do not form a separate ethnic or racial



group and do not experience racial discrimination. In the United States, the culture of poverty of the Negroes has the added disadvantage of racial discrimination. People with a culture of poverty have little sense of history. They are marginal people who only know their own problems, their
own local circumstances, their own neighborhood, their own way of life. Usually they have neither the knowledge, the vision, nor the ideology to see the similarities between their problems and those of others like themselves elsewhere in the world. In other words, they are not class
conscious, although they are indeed very sensitive to status distinction. When the poor become class-conscious or join trade union organisations, or when they adopt an internationalist view of the world, I believe that they are no longer part of the culture of poverty, even though they are still
desperately poor. (Lewis 1998) Although Lewis was concerned with poverty developing countries, the culture of poverty concept proved attractive to U.S. public policy makers and politicians. It strongly informed documents such as the Moynihan Report (1965) as well as War on Poverty,
more generally. The culture of poverty also emerges as an important concept in Michael Harrington's discussion of American poverty in The Other America (1962). For Harrington, the culture of poverty is a structural concept defined by social institutions of exclusion that create and
perpetuate the cycle of poverty in America. Chicago ghetto on the South Side, May 1974 Comments Since the 1960s, critics of the culture of poverty explanations for the persistence of the underclasses have tried to show that real world data does not fit Lewis's model (Goode &amp; Eames
1996). In 1974, anthropologist Carol Stack gave a critique of it, calling it fatalistic and noticing the way believing in the idea of a culture of poverty doesn't describe the poor as much as it serves the interests of the rich. She writes, quoting Hylan Lewis another critic of Oscar Lewis' Culture of
Poverty: The Culture of Poverty, as Hylan Lewis points out, has a fundamental political nature. Ideas are most important to political and scientific groups trying to rationalize why some Americans have failed to make it into American society. It is, argues Lewis (1971), an idea that people
believe, want to believe and perhaps have to believe. They want to believe that increasing the income of the poor would not change their lifestyle or values, but would only funnel larger sums of money into bottomless, self-destructing pits. This fatalistic vision has broad acceptance among
scholars, well-being planners and the voting public. Indeed, even at the country's most prestigious university, theories claim racial inferiority are becoming more common. [2] Thus, she shows the way in which political interests to keep the wages of the poor low create an environment in
which it is politically convenient to buy into the idea of the culture of poverty (Stack 1974). In sociology and anthropology, the concept created a backlash, pushing scholars to look at structures rather than guilt-the-victim (Bourgois 2001). Since the late 1990s, the culture of poverty has
witnessed a resurgence in the social sciences, but most scholars now reject the notion of a monolithic and unchanging culture of poverty. Newer research usually rejects the idea that whether people are poor can be explained by their values. It is often reluctant to divide explanations into
structural and cultural, because of the increasingly questionable usefulness of this old distinction. [3] See Cycle of Poverty Involuntary Unemployment Pound Cake speech Welfare on poverty When Work Quotes disappear ^ Cohen 2010. ^ Stack 1974. ^ Klein, Harding &amp; Lamont 2010.
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